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Quality Assurance is a vital part of any Navy contract
administration activity. It is essential that the personnel
involved in Quality Assurance be of extremely high caliber.
The purpose of this paper is to develop a model of the
educational background of an ideal Quality Assurance man.
The paper outlines the functions which might be required
of each job in the Quality Assurance organization. The
model is then developed, and an existing Quality Assurance
organization is compared to the model.
The educational backgrounds of personnel are important
to their efficient operation. However, other factors are
also important. Additional research in the Quality Assur-
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This paper is concerned solely with Quality Assurance,
Therefore it is necessary, at the outset, to establish a
workable definition for Quality Assurance. Webster has
defined it as ensuring adequate quality in manufactured mate-
rial. The Department of Defense, in Directive 4155,1, expands
on this and defines Quality Assurance as a planned and syste-
matic pattern of all actions necessary to provide adequate
confidence that material, data, supplies, and services conform
to established technical requirements and achieve satisfactory
performance in service [Refo 5]c With respect to the Govern-
ment, Armed Services Procurement Regulation 14-001,1 defines
Quality Assurance as the Government function by which the
Government determines whether a contractor has fulfilled his
contract obligations pertaining to quality [Ref. 4] • In
general then, Quality Assurance is concerned with the compliance
of products and processes to contractual requirements. It
is the maintenance of surveillance and performance of inspec-
tions to verify conformance to specifications.
Assuring product quality is one of the most important
responsibilities of any contract administration activity.
This importance is emphasized by the position of the Quality
Assurance function in the procurement cycle, as shown in

























of the Quality Assurance effort is the Contract Administra-
tion phase. This is the last step before final Government
acceptance of material or services. The Quality Assurance
function, then, is the last checkpoint the Government has
for ensuring that the goods or services conform to contractual
requirements, except for latent defects.
B. STATEMENT OF PROBLEMS AND OBJECTIVES
Government procurement is an extremely broad and expen-
sive area of concern. This was underscored by an Office of
Management and Budget representative testifying before the
Military Operations Subcommittee of the House Committee on
Government Operations concerning the vast increase in pro-
curement spending and the far-reaching changes which have
occured in the past twenty years. He said, in part, "During
this period, the dollar value of procurement awards for
supplies and equipment has increased from about $9 billion
to about $55 billion." The contribution of the Department
of Defense to this figure was pointed out by the Comptroller
General of the United States in similar testimony when he
stated, "For fiscal year 196S the Department of Defense alone
awarded contracts totaling about $43 billion for supplies




U.S. Congress, Hearings Before the Military Operations
Subcommittee of the House Committee on Government Operations,
Government Procurement and Contracting
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Several problems have developed in Government con-
tracting. The commission on Government Procurement has
noted cost overruns and schedule slippages as significant
problems. In addition, Mr. Herbert Roback, Staff Administrator
for the Military Operations Subcommittee, has noted an addi-
tional problem by stating, in testimony before the Subcom-
mittee, "... the Congress nevertheless receives numerous
letters of complaint about material that is shoddy or not
3
working or unusable.* Congressman William Dawson, Chairman
of the Committee of Government Operations, emphasized this
point in a report accompanying the Bill to create the Com-
mission on Government Procurement adding, "The Government
procurement organizations and personnel should be improved."
The last problem is, by definition by the Secretary of Defense,
the responsibility of the Quality Assurance organizations at
these procurement activities.
The Quality Assurance organization is one of the most
important parts of any contract administration agency. This
importance is stressed by Rear Admiral "Woodfin, Deputy Chief
of Naval Material (Procurement and Production) , in the
5following:
"The complexity, high cost, and varied mission
of current weapon/support systems and their related
Government Procurement and Contracting
,
p. $36.
U.S. Congress, Report to the House Committee on Govern-
ment Operations, Commission on Government Procurement
,
91st
Congress, 1st Session, August 12, 19b9, p. 2 e
Naval Material Instruction 4&55.1A, Quality Assurance
Policy for the Naval Material Command
, January 4, 1974, p. 1.
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equipment require a completely coordinated effort
to ensure a high level of operational quality in
naval material. The Chief of Naval Material has
a responsibility to enhance quality through an
effective system for integrating the quality-
development, quality-procurement, quality-main-
tenance, and quality improvement efforts of the
Naval Material Command.
Because of these requirements, the Quality Assurance organi-
zation must be concerned with cost and time problems as
well as technical quality. As a result, there are well
over seven thousand personnel involved in Navy Quality
Assurance.
Due to the rising cost of Government acquisition there
is a natural concern over the number and efficiency of these
personnel o The Commission on Government Procurement findings
states that many Quality Assurance personnel do not have the
abilities, knowledge, and skills necessary to do an adequate
job in situations involving complex technology. This is
extremely important since, according to the Report, a great
deal of the Quality Assurance effort should be in the surveil-
lance of highly technical equipment and procedures o The Com-
mission also found that the training and educational opportunities
available to Quality Assurance personnel are inadequate.
This need for increased training has been recognized by
several Department of Defense sponsored studies [Refo 7,10].
The Naval Material Command, because of its cognizance
over the Navy Quality Assurance functions, is of course
interested in determining if it has adequate personnel in
Commission on Government Procurement-Study Group #10,
Contract Audit and Administ ration, p. 220, 1972.
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7this area and in discovering any major areas of weakness.
The purpose of this paper is to solve a portion of the above
problem. The objectives are to develop a model of the
educational requirement of an ideal Quality Assurance man
and to test the validity and relevancy of the model. The
model describes, in detail, the educational background of
a person who could fit into any level of the Quality
Assurance organization. In addition, the paper analyzes
a current Navy Quality Assurance organization relative to
the model and draws conclusions concerning the adequacy of
educational backgrounds of the personnel involved.
C. CONSTRAINTS ON THE PROBLEM
To determine the adequacy of Quality Assurance personnel,
some measure of effectiveness was needed. However, literary
and documentary searches revealed no absolute criteria for
evaluation of adequacy. Therefore, some other measure was
needed.
There are several characteristics which make up the
qualifications of any Quality Assurance person. These char-
acteristics, or variables, include work experience, on-the-
job training, personal motivations, and formal education.
Since no absolute criteria was available, one, or a combi-
nation, of these characteristics had to be evaluated to
determine adequacy of personnel. As previously stated, the
7Telephone interviews with Naval Material Command Quality
Assurance personnel, Code 024.
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characteristic chosen was formal education. While it was
recognized that this was perhaps not the most accurate vari-
able to use in evaluation, it was the most practical. The
personal motivation characteristic would be extremely diffi-
cult, if not impossible, to quantifiably evaluate. Thus,
any evaluation would be equally as difficult. Work experience,
although quantifiable, would be extremely time consuming to
accurately evaluate. It was felt that formal education was
a more accurate and quantifiable characteristic than on-the-
job training. In addition, educational background informa-
tion was readily available. Should there be a high correlation
between formal education and personnel adequacy, this would
also be the most cost effective evaluation characteristic
since little effort would need to be expended in collection
and analysis of data. However, the fact that only one
characteristic was used in the evaluation was a constraint
on the paper.
Another major constraint on the paper was time. Not
enough time was available to analyze other characteristics.
In addition, only one Quality Assurance organization was
utilized in the analysis of the model. Time, in addition to
availability of information, was also a factor in restricting
the paper to Navy Quality Assurance.
Yet another constraint was that the paper was restricted
to Naval Plant Representative Offices and Supervisors of
Shipbuilding. The primary reason for this restriction was
the technical nature of the Quality Assurance work at these
organizations. The principle effort is in the area of new,
16

recently developed material. Therefore, the educational
backgrounds outlined by the model would not be applicable
to individuals performing Quality Assurance functions of
a less technical nature.
D. METHODOLOGY
The general approach taken in the development of this
paper conforms to the procedures outlined by Lee in his
book Systems Analysis Frameworks . [Ref . 27] This approach,
known as the scientific method of investigation, is outlined
in other texts. [Ref. 21, 29] As stated by Lee, the scien-
tific method is ". • .a general process of reasoning based
upon judicious trial-and-error and objectivity."
There are five basic steps in the scientific method,
shown in Figure 2 on the following page c However, according
to Lee, "coo the application of the method is preceded by
an act of problem recognition and appraisal." This problem
identification is accomplished in section B of this chapter.
As shown in Figure 2, the first step of the scientific
method is to narrowly define the problem, or to establish
system boundries. These constraints, or boundries, are out-
lined in section C of this chapter. Lee stresses the
importance of narrowing the problem, or system, as much as
possible. For this reason, only one variable, education,
was examined
o















Lee, Systems Analysis Framework , 1970,
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The second step is the accumulation of relevant data.
This was accomplished in four ways—a literary search of
published material; a review of Government documents per-
taining to Quality Assurance functional and educational
requirements; telephone interviews with Quality Assurance
personnel; and personal interviews with Quality Assurance
personnel. Chapters II, III, and IV are a presentation of
this accumulated data.
Sources of information for the paper include Department
of Defense, Secretary of the Navy, and Naval Material
Instructions and Directives relating to Quality Assurance.
Military Specifications on the subject were also investigated.
In addition, applicable parts of the Armed Services Procure-
ment Regulation, Report of the Commission on Government
Procurement, and Hearings before House and Senate Committees
were examined. Department of Defense Quality Assurance
education manuals served as the base for the model. Infor-
mation concerning the Sunnyvale Naval Plant Representative
Office was obtained through personal interviews and telephone
conversations with Quality Assurance division and branch
heads at the Office. Other information in the paper is the
result of telephone interviews with and material furnished
by Quality Assurance personnel in the Naval Material Command
and the Defense Contract Administration Service.
The third step outlined by Lee is to construct a model
of the situation. This is done in Chapter V of the paper.
The model represents the necessary educational backgrounds
19

required by the various Quality Assurance responsibilities.
This model is intended to be the first step in describing
the type of backgrounds required of Quality Assurance per-
sonnel. This is the initial effort in developing a model
to be used to evaluate the effectiveness of individuals in-
volved in Quality Assurance functions.
The next step of the scientific method is to test the
model against actual conditions. The test was made by com-
paring the Naval Plant Representative Office at Lockheed
Missile and Space Company, Sunnyvale, California, to the
model. A problem was encountered because there was no
absolute way to evaluate whether or not the Sunnyvale
Quality Assurance organization was effective. As a result,
personal opinions and evaluations of the organization by
Quality Assurance personnel at Lockheed Sunnyvale, the Naval
Material Command, and the Naval Postgraduate School served
as the basis of the test of the validity of the model.
While this was not the most reliable method of evaluation,
it was felt that this was the best available under the time
constraint. This test of the model is shown in Chapter VI.
The final step in the process is to analyze the model.
This is done to determine the model's validity. Chapter VI
also contains the analysis.
E. OUTLINE
The material presented in this paper is divided into
six major sections. The first section is a discussion of
some of the basic principles involved in the Quality
20

Assurance area, including the definition of Quality Assurance
itself plus the stated goals and objectives of the Navy Qual-
ity Assurance function. In addition, overall responsibility
is outlined. This is a very basic section and persons familiar
with the Quality Assurance area may find it beneficial to
proceed to the next section.
The second section is a composite of functions required
of a Quality Assurance organization by various sources,
including the Armed Services Procurement Regulations, the
Department of Defense, and the Naval Material Command.
Section three is a general description of existing
Quality Assurance personnel. First, the general work
classifications, as defined by the Department of the Navy,
are outlined. Then, the specific job titles for Quality
Assurance personnel, as given in the Defense Civilian
Career Program Manual, are listed. Finally, some of the
general qualification standards and Quality Assurance problem
areas are discussed.
The fourth section represents the conceptual model. It
is a functional description of the personnel required by a
Quality Assurance organization. This description is with
respect to the work areas and actual jobs, as previously
listed.
Section five is a comparison of the Lockheed Sunnyvale
Naval Plant Representative Office Quality Assurance organi-
zation with the developed model. The Sunnyvale organization
is outlined giving its stated functions, responsibilities,
21

and the qualifications of its personnel o An evaluation of
the organization is made with weak and strong points listed.
The last section is the conclusions and recommendations
of this paper,
II. QUALITY ASSURANCE PRINCIPLES
A. DEFINITION
Any study of the Quality Assurance area must begin
with a definition of the area of concern. As defined by
the Department of Defense Quality Assurance is a planned
and systematic pattern of all actions necessary to provide
adequate confidence that material, data, supplies, and
services conform to established technical requirements and
achieve satisfactory performance [Ref 5]« Taken from the
Government's point of view Quality Assurance also means the
function by which the Government determines whether a con-
tractor has fulfilled his contract obligations pertaining
to quality and quantity. In general then Quality Assurance
is concerned with the compliance of products and processes
to specifications and contractual requirements.
B. PURPOSE
The primary purpose of Quality Assurance in the Defense
Department is the enforcement of technical criteria and
requirements governing all material, data, supplies, and
services developed, procured, produced, stored, operated,
maintained, overhauled, or disposed of by or for any branch
of the Department of Defense. Quality Assurance must insure
22

that all work done for the Defense Department meets pre-




The stated objective of the Department of the Navy-
Quality Assurance Program is that the implementation of
Quality Assurance is in direct support of the fundamental
objectives of the Department of the Navy. As outlined in
Secretary of the Navy Instruction 5400.13 these objectives
are to organize, train, equip, prepare, and maintain readi-
ness of Navy and Marine Corps forces and to support such
forces, including the support of forces of other military
departments as directed by the Secretary of Defense,, This
support naturally includes the assurance of adequate supplies
and equipment. The major thrust of the Department of the
Navy Quality Assurance Program is geared to user satisfac-
tion. That is, that the fleets, foreign customers, and
other users are provided material which performs satisfac-
torily or meets contract specifications,
D. RESPONSIBILITY
Overall responsibility for Defense Department Quality
Assurance policy guidance has been assigned to the Assist-
ant Secretary of Defense (Installations and Logistics). In
addition, a Department of Defense Quality Assurance Council,
composed of one General or Flag rank officer and one senior
civilian from each of the Military Departments and the Defense
Supply Agency, was established. The Council is to provide
23

consultation and advice to the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Installations and Logistics) on Quality Assurance
matters [Ref. 3]«
Further responsibility was delegated to each Defense
component by requiring that each one designate a central
management focal point to be responsible for directing and
monitoring Quality Assurance policy compliance with the
provisions of Defense Department Directives. Within the
Department of the Navy the Secretary of the Navy has desig-
nated the Chief of Naval Material, under the Chief of Naval
Operations, as the central management focal point. In
addition to the above responsibilities the Chief of Naval
Material is required to advise and coordinate with other
focal points on quality matters which have significant
impact on Navy programs [Ref. 15]
o
The Chief of Naval Material has further delegated the
bulk of the Quality Assurance work by issuing the Department
of the Navy Management Policy. This policy states that the
center-of-gravity of Navy Quality Assurance management is
decentralized to subordinate commands below departmental
level. The Navy's System Commands, hardware oriented, and
their field activities such as Naval Plant Representative
Offices and Supervisors of Shipbuilding are considered the
action organizations for Quality Assurance. The overall
Navy Quality Assurance organization is shown in Appendix C.
24

III. FUNCTIONS OF A GENERAL QUALITY
ASSURANCE ORGANIZATION
The next step in the analysis of a Quality Assurance
organization is to define exactly what the organization must
do—that is, to state exactly what functions it must perform.
Department of Defense Directive 4155.1 does give leeway to
separate commands in establishing their Quality Assurance
organizations by stating that the degree and type of Quality
Assurance provided during the life of a product (from devel-
opment through disposal) shall be optimally varied to assure
mission responsiveness. So while no specific organization
is required, there have been several guidelines established.
The Department of Defense has stated that any Quality
Assurance organization must be able to insure that material,
data, supplies, and services conform to specified require-
ments; that specified requirements for material, data, sup-
plies and services are practical and enforceable; and that
user dissatisfaction and mission ineffectiveness are pre-
vented or eliminated [Ref. 3].
A. BASIC PRINCIPLES
The basic Government policy is that the contractors
are responsible for controlling product quality and pre-
senting to the Government only items conforming to con-
tractual requirements. In fact there are numerous contract
provisions in the area of Quality Assurance and Inspection
25

which place the quality responsibility directly on the con-
o
tractor. The Government, of course, does reserve inspec-
tion rights. There are several basic principles, established
by the Chief of Naval Material, which serve as guidelines for
the operation of a Quality Assurance organization. First,
quality must be a major factor in weapon system planning,
management, and engineering and will be treated in quantita-
tive terms. Next, the inherent quality is established by
the basic design and can be improved only by design changes.
Also, improvement in design quality is most economically
achieved during the early research and development and testing
programs. Fourth, assurance of achieved quality requires a
planned program throughout the life cycle of the weapon or
equipment o Finally, the quality inherent in the design tends
to be degraded as a result of variations, deviations, and
waivers from the standard in manufacturing, inspection, in-
stallation, material handling, packaging, storage, maintenance,
transportation, and operation [Ref, 14] •
B. FUNCTIONS OUTLINED IN THE ARMED FORCES PROCUREMENT
REGULATIONS
While these statements provide general guidelines on-
Quality Assurance functions, there are several sources of
detailed functions. One of these is the Armed Forces Pro-
curement Regulations. Section 1-406 outlines many functions
Commission on Government Procurement, p. 20S.
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that a general Quality Assurance organization must be able
to perform if required by a contract, A list of these func-
tions is contained in Appendix A-l. As is evident these
functions are rather general in nature. They do, however,
define the role a Quality Assurance organization should play.
C. FUNCTIONS SPECIFIED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
As previously stated there are several sources of Quality
Assurance functions. While the Armed Services Procurement
Regulations are very broad, the Defense Department has also
stated numerous functions it considers imperative to a
Quality Assurance organization. Many of these are contained
.in Department of Defense Directive 4155clo Some of these
functions duplicate those in the Armed Services Procurement
Regulations, but others are either modifications or are com-
pletely different. These functions are listed in Appendix
A-2. Primarily, these functions require more direct involve-
ment—inspection, examination, testing—than do those in the
Armed Services Procurement Regulations, This is, however,
still consistent with the general policy of the contractor
having primary Quality Assurance responsibility with inspec-
tion rights reserved for the Government. The Defense Depart-
ment functions also go further in stressing the early
involvement of the Quality Assurance organization in the
pre-award evaluation of contracts.
27

D. QUALITY FUNCTIONS AS DEFINED BY THE CHIEF OF NAVAL
MATERIAL
The next source of Quality Assurance functions which
are directly applicable to Navy organizations is the Chief
of Naval Material. These functions are contained mainly in
Naval Material Instruction 4#55 .1A and the Navy Guide for
Contract Managers, These functions are listed in Appendix
A-3 • It is quite obvious that these functions are much
more general then those previously listed. These functions
detail very few specific actions to be performed, but in-
stead they state general objectives. There is much less
emphasis on actual inspection and testing. There is, how-
ever, the same importance placed on early involvement by
the Quality Assurance organization. Despite the lack of
emphasis on actual inspection, Naval Material Instruction
4$55.1A does implement Department of Defense Directive 4155.1
so that the same functions apply.
E. FUNCTIONS OUTLINED BY THE COMMISSION ON GOVERNMENT
PROCUREMENT
The last major source of Quality Assurance functions is
the Commission on Government Procurement [Ref. 2], This
Commission did a study of the entire procurement process,
including Quality Assurance, and listed several functions
it considered to be important. A list of the functions is
contained in Appendix A-4. While this list is limited, the
Commission's lack of emphasis on the inspection function is
evident. This appears to be consistent with those functions
outlined by the Chief of Naval Material.
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F. SUMMARY OF FUNCTIONS
Many of the functions listed are clearly the sole
responsibility of the Quality Assurance organization,. Such
tasks as monitoring contractor reliability programs, review-
ing contracts for adequacy of Quality Assurance information,
and inspecting in-process and completed products could
logically fall to no one else. Other functions, such as
review of engineering changes and cost reduction proposals
and conduct of pre-award surveys, are clearly responsibilities
the Quality Assurance organization shares with other depart-
ments, such as Engineering or Industrial, since both have an
interest in the outcome of such changes or surveys. Some
functions, however, are not as easily identified as Quality
Assurance responsibilities. Functions dealing with the
financial aspects of the contract could be placed in other
departments. But any financial or engineering decisions
can seriously impact the work of the Quality Assurance
organization, and they therefore should share the responsi-
bility for performance of those functions.,
29

IV. QUALITY ASSURANCE PERSONNEL
A. GENERAL CLASSIFICATIONS OF EXISTING PERSONNEL
There are several methods of classifying Quality-
Assurance personnel—by area of work, by job description, or
by functional specialty. The first classification method
to be discussed is by area of work.
The Department of the Navy has established seven cate-
gories of distribution of manpower over major areas of
Quality Assurance policy [Ref.13]. A list of these areas
with numbers and percentage of personnel involved is con-
tained in Table I.
1, Procurement
This area is concerned with the purchasing, receiv-
ing, and inspection of material, data, supplies, or services,
Quality Assurance personnel are responsible for assuring
that contracts specify appropriate quality requirements and
that contractors comply with quality requirements. In addi-
tion, Quality Assurance personnel must maintain contractor
quality history data.
2. Development
Quality Assurance personnel involved in development
must provide for the assessment of the quality requirements
in relation to cost, schedule, and performance parameters
as early as possible. Prior to completion of development
























*D0D Quality Assurance Overview, January 20, 1973.
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tests, inspections, and evaluations required to insure
against degradation of performance during the production
process are identified and developed. Calibration require-
ments for newly developed material must also be identified,
3. Supply and Storage
This area involves the receiving, storing, and
issuing of supplies. Quality Assurance personnel are respon-
sible for inspection of both new and returned material for
identification, condition, completeness, preservation, packing,
and marking. Material in storage must also be inspected on
a planned, cyclic, surveillance basis. Periodic tests of
stored material must also be performed.
4. Maintenance
Maintenance functions include conversion, modifica-
tion, overhaul, repair, and alteration of material. Quality
Assurance personnel are required to monitor all maintenance
functions at all levels and insure that each function con-
forms to requirements.
5. Operations
Quality Assurance personnel are responsible for
maintaining the quality of performance and readiness of all
equipment at their commando This responsibility includes
organizing, equiping, training, and providing such Quality





This area is extremely broad and can include the
functions of design, development, fabrication, processing,
assembly, installation, packaging, packing, and shipping.
Quality Assurance personnel must insure that sufficient
management action is taken to plan and develop effective
and economical Quality Assurance for material produced. The
Quality Assurance must be compatible with the engineering
and tooling needs of production and the related design.
7. Undistributed
These are personnel not specifically assigned to
any one manpower area. They perform functions which cross
two or more lines, such as an Inspector working in both
the procurement and maintenance areas.
B. CLASSIFICATION BY JOB DESCRIPTION
The next type of personnel classification to be
examined is by job description. This is a classification
by the jobs people actually perform and by their
responsibilities [Ref. 6],
1. Quality Assurance/Control Director
These are primarily managerial positions o Super-
vision of other employees is usually inherent. General
duties of these positions are to provide the leadership,
technical guidance, and direction to a Quality Assurance
management program for material procured, received, stored,
issued, fabricated, and/or maintained.
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2. Quality Assurance/Control Representative
This is a specialty which applies primarily where
a person has responsibility for a full sequence of tasks
in monitoring an inspection or Quality Assurance system in
a plant, facility, or segment of a plant. This generally
includes positions responsible for assuring that a con-
tractor is producing an acceptable quality level product
when, by terms of the contract, the contractor is held
responsible for inspection and control of quality. Quality
Assurance is accomplished through surveillance of the con-
tractor's inspection system or surveillance of the contractor's
quality control system The Quality Assurance Representa-
tive has responsibility for product acceptance at the
contractor's plant and serves as the government representa-
tive in dealing with the contractor on matters concerning
quality of supplies and services.
3. Quality Assurance/Control Specialist
These are staff specialists located primarily at
major commands, intermediate headquarters elements, or
Federally operated manufacturing, maintenance, supply, and
storage activities.
Personnel in positions of this nature are concerned
with the development, installation, or administration of
Quality Assurance policies, procedures, plans, programs, or
systems to assure an effective system of quality control
for material procured, received, stored, issued, fabricated
34

and/or maintained. Quality Assurance Specialists furnish
technical advice and assistance to field commands, installa-
tions, and activities, or higher headquarters; and to
field representatives, contractors, or other specialists.
These personnel review contracts, specifications, drawings,
and maintenance and storage requirements to ascertain the
complexity of material, quality requirements, performance
characteristics, and test requirements. In addition, they
also evaluate contractor or in-house quality programs and/or
inspection systems and conduct preliminary evaluations sur-
veys of the quality control systems in contractors plants.
4, Inspection Specialist
The principle duties of these personnel are to
administer, supervise, or perform work primarily concerned
with the development, installation, or administration of
inspection procedures, plans, or programs. They also give
advice and service to contractors and inspectors in the
solution of technical problems arising in connection with
inspection, acceptance, and/or rejection of equipment.
Inspection Specialists prepare or revise standard inspection
plans and procedures to be used in the inspection and
acceptance of products. In addition, these personnel develop
technical inspection and testing materials for inclusion in
contract specifications or program standards. They perform
investigations on problems in depot inspections arising






This classification includes positions in either
inspection or quality control programs primarily concerned
with actual government inspection and testing of supplies
and services to determine compliance with specifications or
other requirements when trade, craft, or laboring skills,
and knowledges are not paramount qualification requirements.
Inspection may be performed during or after fabrication
such as in qualification, pre-production, or on raw material,
purchased parts, semifabricated components, subassemblies,
or end items. Inspectors prepare plans for inspection,
recommend approval or disapproval of requests for waivers,
and recommend reduced or tightened inspection.
6. Engineer
Engineers are responsible to advise on, administer,
supervise, or perform professional, scientific, Quality
Assurance, or technical work concerned with engineering or
architectural projects, facilities, structures, systems,
processes, equipment, devises, quality (including reliability
and maintainability), material, or methods.
7. Statistician
The principle duties of Statisticians are to advise
on, administer, or perform professional work requiring the
design, development, and adaptation of mathematical methods
and techniques to statistical processes. In addition, these
personnel provide professional consultation in the applica-
tion of statistical theories, techniques, and methods to the
gathering and/or interpretation of quantified information.
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V. FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF REQUIRED PERSONNEL
The next step in the scientific method is to construct
the modelo This model describes the educational background
of a person who would be able to fit into any position in
the Quality Assurance organization and perform effectively
and efficiently.
The approach taken in the development of the model was
to divide the Quality Assurance man into parts, according to
job positions. This relationship is shown in Figure 3 on
the following page. Then, the responsibilities of each
position were determined from those listed in the Armed
Services Procurement Regulations and in Defense and Naval
Material Instructions. Next, the educational requirements
for each position were developed. The Quality Assurance
man then becomes the sum of his parts. The educational
requirements needed for a person to fit into any position
are the sum of the requirements for each part.
A. DOD-WIDE CIVILIAN CAREER PROGRAM MANUAL FOR QUALITY
AND RELIABILITY ASSURANCE PERSONNEL
Any organization is an interaction between the areas of
work, the specific jobs performed, and the backgrounds of
the personnel comprising that organization. This relation-
ship can be seen in the matrix in Appendix C. The jobs and
work areas have already been defined. The next task was to



















starting point was needed. The Department of Defense has
designated the DOD-Wide Civilian Career Program for Quality
and Reliability Assurance Personnel as its educational guide
by stating in Department of Defense Directive 4155 ol that,
"DOD Components shall comply with the DOD-Wide Civilian
Career Program for Quality and Reliability Assurance Person-
nel (DOD Manual 1430.10-m-2) to assure maximum employee
efficiency and career growth." [Ref . 6] Therefore, this
Manual was chosen as the base.
In general the Manual outlines certain guidelines to
be followed in recruitment and hiring of individuals. It
emphasizes the need for highly trained personnel by stating,
"Intake of highly qualified personnel into the . o • Program
is essential to development and maintenance of an effective
.00 organization." The Manual also lists three principles
of hiring. First, college graduates with good academic
qualifications should be recruited. Second, Department of
Defense employees who have the necessary qualifications and
demonstrated ability to perform effectively should be recruited.
Third, organizations may recruit employees from industry or
other Federal agencies who possess technical or specialized
skills and abilities appropriate to the Quality and Reliability
Assurance career field. In addition, the Civilian Career
Program Manual outlines the general educational programs
necessary for career Quality or Reliability Assurance person-




The general approach to the model was to first list the
functional responsibilities or requirements of each job in
the Quality Assurance organization. The next step was to
list the educational requirements for each position as out-
lined by the Career Program Manual. The third list is the
education requirements based on the general responsibilities
of each position and on personal interviews with personnel
involved in Quality Assurance, such as Professors and
Instructors at the Naval Postgraduate School and department
heads at contract administration agencies. The combination
of these three lists for all the positions represents the
model of the educational background of the ideal Quality
Assurance man. These lists are contained in Appendix B.
The requirements as outlined in Appendix B are stated
according to educational area. However, educational compe-
tence in a particular area was judged according to the
degree needed in that area for each position. This was due
to the availability of degree information and to the difficulty
in evaluating the educational worth of partial degrees.
1. Inspector
The educational background of the Inspector should
be technically oriented. He should have a high school educa-
tion with an Associate's degree in engineering. An additional




The engineering degree is essential since most of
the work an Inspector will perform is of a technical nature.
The material management degree is also important because of
the requirements that an Inspector examine stored material,
production processes, and incoming goods. The material
management education is the one major area lacking in the
Career Program Manual requirements. Little importance is
attached to these functions.
2. Inspection Specialist
The educational background of the Inspection Special-
ist is very similar to that of the Inspector. A basic high
school education and Associate's degrees in engineering and
material management are required. The Inspection Specialist,
however, performs more review functions. As with the In-
spector, the Career Program Manual is deficient in the area
of material management in its requirements for the Inspection
Specialist.
3« Quality Assurance/Control Specialist
The educational requirements for the Quality Assurance
Specialist are greater than for previous positions. A Bach-
elor's degree in engineering is a prerequisite. In addition,
a minor or an Associate's degree in material management is
required. The advanced engineering degree is necessary be-
cause of the large amount of technical review work performed.
The additional management degree is essential due to the
requirement for review of production, transportation, and in-
ventory functions. The Career Program Manual makes no mention
of the requirements for a background in material control.
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4. Quality Assurance/Control Representative
As with the Quality Assurance Specialist, the Repre-
sentative must have a Bachelor's degree in engineering. He
is also required to have the minor or Associate's degree in
material management. The functions performed in both of these
positions are very similar. The Career Program Manual is
rather complete in its educational requirements for the Quality
Assurance Representative. Only the lack of specification of
the level of engineering skill required is evident.
5« Quality Assurance/Control Director
The educational requirements for the Quality Assurance
.Director are rather extensive. A Bachelor's degree in engi-
neering is still a prerequisite due to the technical nature
of the work. A minor or Associate degree in material manage-
ment is still necessary because of the review functions
performed. In addition, however, Masters' degrees in business
administration and personnel management are required. The
business degree is essential because of the requirement that
the Director perform financial review of all Quality Assurance
proposals in addition to other review areas. The personnel
management degree is necessary because of the leadership posi-
tion of the Director over the Quality Assurance organization.
The Career Program Manual appears deficient in the
business function area. It also fails to stress the importance




The major thrust of this position is technical work.
Therefore, advanced engineering education is essential. A
Bachelor's degree in engineering, followed by a specialized
Master's degree in engineering is necessary to handle the
highly complex work. The manual does outline the need for
the engineering background, but fails to emphasize the extent
of technical competency required.
7. Statiscian
The Statistician is, quite logically, primarily con-
cerned with mathematics. As a result, a Bachelor's degree
in mathematics is essential „ In addition, a Master's degree
in probability and statistics is necessary because of the
proficiency level required. The Career Program Manual
defines very well the education background required for
Statisticians.
C. SUMMARY OF THE MODEL
As previously stated, the educational requirements for
the ideal Quality Assurance man are the sum of all the educa-
tional requirements of the various positions. Therefore, this
perfect man is required to have a very extensive educational
background. A Bachelor's degree in engineering and a
Bachelor's degree in mathematics are required. In addition,
a minor or Associate's degree in material management is
necessary. The ideal Quality Assurance man is also required
to have several Master's degrees, including one in business,
engineering, personnel management, and mathematics. This
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educational background is essential for a person to be able
to fit into any level of any position within the Quality
Assurance organization.
This model is designed to illustrate the specific educa-
tional experiences necessary for the perfect Quality Assurance
man. It points out the necessary areas and extent of educa-
tion required. The approach was to divide the ideal man into
parts. Figure 4 on the following page shows the educational
requirements of the perfect man by part.
VI. ANALYSIS OF A NAVAL PLANT REPRESENTATIVE
OFFICE AND OF THE MODEL
According to Lee, the next step in the scientific method
is testing the model (See Figure 2). This test was accom-
plished by comparing a Naval Plant Representative Office
Quality Assurance organization to the model. First, judge-
ments of the educational backgrounds of the personnel in the
organization relative to the model were made. Then, the
validity of the model was examined by comparing the results
of the model test to the actual performance background of
the Naval Plant Representative 0ffice o This performance
evaluation is based on the opinions of personnel in the
Office and of other personnel involved in Quality Assurance.
The approach taken was to examine the educational back-
grounds of a certain percentage of the Quality Assurance per-
sonnel at the Lockheed Sunnyvale Naval Plant Representative
Office. There are one hundred Quality Assurance personnel
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was taken from each branch on a random basis. The backgrounds
of these individuals were then compared to the model.
Before presenting the results of the survey and the
analysis, the Quality Assurance organization at Sunnyvale
is discussed. Section A is a discussion of the general pol-
icies and Section B is an outline of the various branches of
the organization.
A. GENERAL POLICY AND MISSIONS
The Naval Plant Representative Office. is responsible
for administering contracts assigned to it. This includes
the carrying out of inspection, security, and other related
duties for material and services under procurement by the
Government. The Quality Assurance Division is just one of
several within the Office (Appendix C). It is, however, one
of the most important „ It is the Quality Assurance Division's
responsibility to ensure that all material and services pro-
cured meet contract requirements. The Quality Assurance
Division has as its stated mission to:
1. direct, coordinate, and monitor the contractor's
Quality Assurance programs to ensure conformance with
assigned contracts;
2. review and evaluate contract proposals and contract
change proposals to ensure that quality and reliability
provisions are adequate;
3. direct, coordinate, and monitor the tooling and
gaging programs;
4. provide direction, laison, and guidance to the
various contractors and supporting government agencies
to ensure their proper integration and coordination in




5« act as advisor to the representative in matters
pertaining to quality management.
The importance of the Quality Assurance Division at Lockheed
Sunnyvale is even greater because of the unique role of the
Office, This Office is responsible for some work done on
the Polaris/Poseidon program. The quality and accuracy
required under this program are extremely precise.
B. ORGANIZATION
The Quality Assurance Division is directly responsible
to the Representative and the Executive Officer of the Naval
Plant Representative Office. The Division is composed of
four separate branches
—
Quality Program Plans and Require-
ments Branch, Quality Engineering Branch, Reliability Engi-
neering Branch, and Quality Verification Branch with Quality
Verification being further divided into four sections
—
Support Equipment, Electronics, Mechanical/Hydraulics, and
Ordnance (Appendix C).
1. Quality Program Plans and Requirements Branch
This Branch is composed of seven Quality Control
Specialists and one Data Technician. It has responsibility
for several of the Quality Assurance functions. The Plans
and Requirements Branch plans and directs the Government
Quality Assurance programs at the Sunnyvale office and pro-
vides guidance and direction to contractors on Government
Quality Assurance requirements. It also develops standard
operating procedures covering Quality Assurance methods,
controls, and divisional operations. This Branch is also
responsible for review and approval of contractors' overall
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Quality Assurance plans, policies, and procedures, including
audits of contractors' programs. Its review functions also
extend to contract proposals, to ensure adequate Quality-
Assurance provisions. The Plans and Requirements Branch
must also prepare test/inspection plans and data collection,
analysis, and reporting plans.
2. Quality Engineering Branch
The Quality Engineering Branch consists of seven
Engineers. Primarily this Branch monitors and directs the
contractor's Quality Engineering programs, including design,
testing, performance evaluation, modification, production,
and operational use. It is also responsible for the material
review program. This includes working with the Engineering
Division and approving the product quality aspect of the
contractors requests for waivers and deviations. Responsi-
bility also includes review of the design disclosure docu-
ments program plans and lot acceptance. Considerable effort
is also expended in review of contracts and contract change
proposals to ensure that quality provisions are appropriately
defined. Management of the inspection media program, which
includes the final inspection gage program and the special
and master tooling program, is also a function of the Quality
Engineering Branch. In addition, it directs and monitors
the contractor's and Government's efforts in establishment
and maintenance of electrical and mechanical standards
calibration programs.
As stated by personnel in the organization, typical
work would include failure diagnosis, tooling, gaging,
4S

metrology, work with fleet failures, development of test
plans, creation of incentive plans, taking corrective action,
and proposal review.
3. Reliability Engineering Branch
This Branch is concerned mainly with ensuring the
reliability of material produced. It develops and maintains
government imposed reliability programs and provides guidance
to the contractor on implementing reliability requirements.
This is accomplished through review and approval of all
reliability plans and documents. The Reliability Engineering
Branch is also required to review and evaluate contracts and
contract change proposals to ensure they contain sufficient
reliability provisions. The surveillance program functions
relating to Sunnyvale contracts are also under the Reliabi-
lity Branch's cognizance. An additional function is to manage
and participate in programs and other efforts to advance the
state-of-the-art in reliability, maintainability, and non-
destructive test techniques.
4« Quality Verification Branch
The last Branch, Quality Verification, is composed
of two Quality Control Specialists and seventy Inspectors,
making it by far the largest Branch. Its main function is
direct product testing and inspection. It also conducts
audits of manufacturing processes and procedural requirements
versus practices. This Branch is responsible for surveillance
inspections of production related operations and for final
Government acceptance of material. It must monitor the
effectiveness of the contractor's quality verification programs.
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The Quality Verification Branch provides recommendations to
the contractor and to engineering and quality management
personnel relating to manufacturing and production problems
affecting quality, cost, or schedules. In addition, this
Branch provides surveillance of the contractor's security and
safety programs.
C. EVALUATION OF THE PERSONNEL
This section represents the analysis of the Lockheed
Sunnyvale personnel educational backgrounds. The comparison
was made on a job to job basis. That is, the Quality Assur-
ance man was again broken down into his parts (See Figure 3)
and the analysis v/as made by comparing each job to the
applicable part of the ideal Quality Assurance man.
Every job is not represented in the Lockheed Quality
Assurance organization. There are no Inspection Specialists
or Quality Assurance Representatives listed. There is one
Statistician, but the records of this individual were not
examined due to the random nature of the sample
1, Inspectors
There are seventy Inspectors within the Quality
Assurance organization. All are in the Quality Verification
Branch, The records of seventeen Inspectors were examined.
All had a basic high school education. However, there were
no degrees, Bachelor or Associate. Seven of the individuals




According to the model (See Figure 4), Inspectors
are required to have Associate degrees in both engineering
and material management, in addition to a high school educa-
tion. While every Inspector had a high school education,
there were no college degrees. It was therefore concluded
that the education of the Inspectors was inadequate to
effectively perform their required functions.
2. Quality Control Specialists
There are nine Quality Control Specialists in the
organization, split between the Plans and Requirements
Branch and the Quality Verification Branch. The educational
backgrounds of two of these individuals were examined. Both
of these men had some college level work, primarily engi-
neering, but there were no Bachelor's degrees.
The model lists the educational requirements of a
Quality Control Specialist as being a Bachelor's degree in
engineering and an Associate's degree in material management.
Since there were no degrees, it was concluded that the educa-
tional backgrounds of the Quality Control Specialists were
insufficient for them to adequately perform their functions.
3 • Quality Control Directors
Within the Quality Assurance Division there are five
Quality Control Directors. The record of one of these indi-
viduals was examinedo The basic engineering degree was
present. There was some
.
graduate work completed, but there
were no Master's degrees*
Because the model requires Master's Degrees in
both personnel management and business, it was concluded
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that the education of the Quality Assurance Director was
lacking in several areas.
4. Engineers
In the Quality Engineering and Reliability Engineering
Branches there are thirteen Engineers, The backgrounds of
three of these men were examined. All had a Bachelor's degree
in engineering. One of the men had a graduate degree in
engineering, with the other two having done some graduate
work.
The model requires that Engineers have both Bachelor's
and Master's degrees in engineering. While some personnel
met these requirements, each Engineer did not have both degrees.
It was therefore concluded that the educational backgrounds
of the Engineers were inadequate to accomplish their required
functions,
D. SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS
Looking at the organization as a whole, it was quite
obvious that the personnel did not meet the educational
requirements as outlined in the model. In no job did all,
or even a majority, of the personnel meet the educational
requirements for that position. The conclusions of the com-
parison were that the personnel were inadequate to meet all
of their required responsibilities and that the Quality Assur-




E. VALIDITY OF THE MODEL
It was the conclusion of the test that the Lockheed
Sunnyvale Quality Assurance organization was inefficient.
This conclusion was not consistent with previous reports
about the organization from Lockheed Quality Assurance per-
sonnel. Therefore, additional interviews were conducted with
Branch heads at Lockheed Sunnyvale, with Naval Material Com-
mand Quality Assurance personnel, and with Professors at the
Naval Postgraduate School concerned with Quality Assurance,
All felt that the Quality Assurance organization at Lockheed
Sunnyvale was more efficient than the model indicated.
It was necessary to ascertain any probable causes for
the impreciseness in the model. From the interviews it be-
came obvious that one of the primary causes was that the
model evaluated the organization on the basis of only one
variable, formal education. Factors such as previous work
experience, training courses, and personal motivations had
been excluded from the study. Branch heads at Lockheed
Sunnyvale indicated that work experience was one of the pri-
mary considerations in hiring. In addition, there is a
training program at Lockheed Sunnyvale to familiarize per-
sonnel with areas in which they have no formal education.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The major conclusion of this paper is that some method
is needed to evaluate the adequacy of personnel working in
the Quality Assurance area. This model represents the first
step toward the development of such a method. It outlines
the formal education requirements for the various Quality
Assurance positions. As was shown, this model is not suffi-
cient to adequately evaluate personnel. It is therefore
recommended that further study be conducted in this area.
The model should be expanded to include work experience and
job training. These additional factors are essential if a
tradeoff model is to be developed that can accurately evaluate
Quality Assurance personnel.
It is also concluded that, at present, there is no ade-
quate method to objectively evaluate the overall performance
of a Quality Assurance organization. It is therefore recom-
mended that research be done in this area.
As is evident from the Introduction, Quality Assurance
is of major importance in the procurement process. The
need to improve the quality of Government Quality Assurance
personnel has already been pointed out. The first step in
improving the caliber of individuals hired must be to deter-
mine precisely what type of person is needed. While formal
education is important, other factors are also involved. The
scope of this paper has been limited by time. However,
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because of the importance of its objective, additional




A. Latent Defect - A flaw or other imperfection in an
article discovered after delivery to the Government.
Such defects are inherent weaknesses which are present
at time of manufacture and are aggravated by use.
B. Quality - The composite of material attributes including
performance.
C. Inherent quality - The presence in the design of the
attributes necessary to accomplish fleet requirements.
D. Achieved quality - The ability of a manufactured item
to satisfy a fully substantiated and accurately defined
fleet need which the item was conceived to fill.
E. Metrology - The science of measurement for determination
of conformance to technical requirements including the
development of standards and systems for absolute and
relative measurements.
F. Calibration - Comparison of a standard or measuring
equipment instrument with a standard of higher accuracy
to insure that the former is within specified limits
throughout its entire range.
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Appendix A Quality Assurance Functions
Appendix A-l
ARMED SERVICES PROCUREMENT REGULATIONS
1. review and evaluate contractor's quality assurance
proposals and furnish comments and recommendations
to the procuring contracting officer;
2, review, approve, and maintain surveillance of the
contractor's procurement system;
3» conduct post-award orientation conferences;
4. perform screening, redistribution, and disposal of
contractor inventory;
5. perform production support, surveillance, and status
reporting;
6. perform pre-award surveys;
7. perform industrial readiness and mobilization production
planning field surveys and schedule negotiations;
&• review the adequacy of the contractor's traffic operations;
9» review and evaluate preservation, packaging, and packing;
10. provide surveillance of contractor design, development,
and production engineering efforts;
11. review engineering studies, design, and proposals and
make recommendations to the project manager;
12. evaluate and monitor contractor engineering efforts
and expenditures;
13. conduct surveillance of contractor engineering practices
with regard to subcontractors;
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14. review contractor test plans and directives for com-
pliance with contract terms;
15. assist in classification of waivers and deviations;
16. evaluate the adequacy of contractor engineering data
control systems;
17. monitor contractor value engineering programs;
1$, review cost reduction proposals, and submit comments
on effect of proposed changes;
19. evaluate and perform surveillance of contractor con-
figuration management systems and procedures;
20. perform surveillance of contractor engineering change
system; review engineering change proposals; assist in
price analysis of changes;
21. evaluate the contractor management, scheduling, planning,
and allocation of engineering resources;
22. evaluate and monitor contractor reliability and main-
tainability programs;
23. review and evaluate for technical adequacy the logistic
support, maintenance, and modification programs of the
contractor;
24. inform purchasing officer of inadequacies in specifications;
25. perform procurement quality assurance;
26. assure contractor compliance with safety requirements;
27. assure timely submission of required reports;
2$. when authorized by purchasing office, issue amended
shipping instructions; and





I. translation of functional requirements into quantitative
requirements;
2« insure contracts specify appropriate quality assurance
requirements early in the. process with respect to cost,
schedule, and performance;
3» identify necessary tests, specifications, standards,
and inspection requirements;
4« review and improve quality of technical criteria and
data;
4» review and monitor contractor procedures, processes,
and records;
6. feedback relevant information;
7. maintain contractor quality history data;
&. review contractor decisions with respect to quality
assurance;
9» conduct quality audits of material, data, supplies,
and services;
10. monitor in-house maintenance functions;
II. conduct pre-production testing;
12. conduct direct product examination . and testing of work
in process as well as end products;
13. correct and prevent deficiencies and their causes;
14 • inspect incoming and stored material; and




CHIEF OF NAVAL MATERIAL
1. measurement of achieved quality;
2« collection, analysis, and feedback of information;
3« identification, analysis, and control of quality costs;
4. assure Technical Data Packages pay adequate attention
to Quality Assurance;
5. insure maintenance quality requirements are included
in design and development
;
6 # take required corrective action; and





COMMISSION ON GOVERNMENT PROCUREMENT
1, statistical sampling;
2, results charting;
3. setting control limits;
4. technical surveillance of contractor;





Appendix B The Model
INSPECTOR RESPONSIBILITIES
1« Monitor maintenance functions
2. Conduct pre-production testing
3. Conduct direct product examination and testing
of work in process and end products
4. Inspect incoming and stored material
5. Collect technical information
6. Assist in classification of waivers and deviations
7. Inspect preservation, packaging, and packing efforts
£• Prepare plans for inspections
9» General inspection





















AS DEFINED BY THE MODEL
Basic Math
Inspection Principles














1. Review and evaluate contractor inspection pro-
cedures, plans, and programs
2. Perform pre-award surveys of contractor inspection
systems
3. Evaluate proposals for acquisition of special
test equipment
4. Identify necessary tests, specifications, stand-
ards, and inspection requirements
5. Review and improve quality of technical criteria
and data
6. Correct and prevent deficiencies and their
causes
7» Supervise general inspection
&• Provide technical advice to contractor on inspection/
acceptance problems
9. Assure timely submission of required reports
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INSPECTION SPECIALIST EDUCATIONAL REQUIREMENTS








































1, Evaluate all contractor Quality Assurance proposals
and furnish recommendations
2, Review, approve, and maintain surveillance of the
contractor's procurement system
3« Perform screening, redistribution, and disposal
of contractor inventory
4» Review adequacy of contractor traffic operations
$• Evaluate preservation, packaging, and packing
6. Perform planning field surveys
?• Monitor contractor value engineering programs
8. Review engineering drawings and specifications
9« Review cost reduction proposals
10. Perform surveillance of contractor configuration
management systems and procedures
11. Evaluate contractor scheduling, planning, and
allocation of engineering resources
12. Review and evaluate the logistic support, main-
tenance, and modification programs
13. Evaluate contractor reliability and maintainability
programs
14. Maintain contractor quality history data
























































1. Evaluate and monitor the contractor's overall Quality
Assurance program
2. Identification, analysis, and control of quality costs
3. Review and approval of engineering change procedures
and proposals
4» Review, approve, and maintain surveillance of contractor
procurement systems
5. Evaluate preservation, packaging, and packing
6. Review contractor traffic operations
7. Perform screening of contractor inventory
3. Evaluate contractor reliability and maintainability
programs
9* Conduct quality audits of material, supplies, and
services
10. Monitor contractor value engineering programs
11. Identify necessary tests, specifications, standards,
and inspection requirements
12. ' Perform production support, surveillance, and
status reporting
13. Perform surveillance of contractor configuration
management systems and procedures























































1. Supervise the Quality Assurance effort
2. Provide leadership and technical guidance to
the Quality Assurance management program
3. Review and evaluate contractor Quality Assurance
proposals
4. Conduct post-award orientation conferences
5» Determine classification of waivers and deviations
6. Insure maintenance quality requirements are
included in design and development
7. Set control limits
$. Approve cost reduction proposals
9» Insure contracts specify appropriate Quality
Assurance requirements early in the process


















Quality Control Administrative Techniques































1. Evaluate and monitor contractor engineering efforts
and expenditures
2. Review engineering studies, designs, and proposals
and make recommendations
3. Translate functional requirements into quantitative
requirements
4. Advise on, supervise, or perform technical work on
architectural projects, facilities, or structures
5. Administer or perform professional, engineering,
scientific, or technical work on processes, equipment,
or devices
6. Review and approval of engineering changes
7. Technical surveillance of the contractor
$. Conduct surveillance of contractor engineering




































3« Provide assistance in the interpretation of
quantified information
4» Advise on or administer work requiring the
design, development, or adaptation of mathe-
matical methods to statistical processes
5» Provide consultation on the application of
statistical theories, techniques, and methods
to gathering of information
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